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ON THE INTERTWINING NUMBER THEOREM

ADAM KLEPPNER

Let Gi and G2 be open subgroups of the separable locally compact

group ® and let L and M be unitary representations of G\ and G2

respectively. For each x and y in G the indices of the subgroup Hx,v

= x_1Gixny_1G2y in x_1Gix and in y_1G2y depend only on the G\\ G2

double coset to which xy_1 belongs. Let 3)/ denote the set of all G\: G2

double cosets for which both these indices are finite and let 3) denote

the set of all G\: G2 double cosets. Let 3(7, M; x, y) denote the inter-

twining number of the representations s—*Lxsx~l = Lxs and s-^Mysy-1

= My of HX]y. The Intertwining Number Theorem of Mackey [l,

Theorem 3'] states the following:

(1) 3(7, M; x, y) depends only on the Gi: G2 double coset D to

which xy_1 belongs and may be denoted by §(7, M; D) ;

(2) Z  3(7, M; D) ̂  3(i/£, U*) ̂  Z 3(7, M; D) ;
DeS/ DeSD

(3) if L and M are 1-dimensional then 3(f/£, UM) =   JJ  3(7, M; D).
Del)/
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In his paper [l] Mackey raised the question of finding conditions

under which the inequalities of (2) could be asserted to be equalities.

It is the purpose of this note to show that if L and M are both finite

dimensional then $(UL, UM) = 23ßesv 3(¿. M; D).

For each yÇ.G and w£§(M) let gy,w be the function: gy,w(r¡y)

= Mv(w), i)GG2, and gy,w(z) =0, z^G2y. Each gy,w(E.^(UM) and every

function in !q(Um) is a sum of functions gy,w. Define analogously func-

tions fXtVG&(UL) for each x£G and vÇzÎq(L). If T is any intertwining

operator for the representations UL and L™ then for all y£© and

we$(M)

X

(*) Tgy,w   =   23 fx,Axy(v,),
@/Gl

where AXiV: §(M)—»©(L) is a bounded linear operator and the sum is

taken over any set of right coset representatives of Gi in ©. Moreover

(**) T%,v = ¿ g,X,„M
®/G2

where T* and A*y=(Ax,y)* are the adjoint operators. The function

x, y—>Ax,y has the properties (a), (b), (c) of Lemma A of [l], namely:

(a) A(xs¡riy3 = ¿^.„M*, for allj G Gi, i? G G2, j G ®,

(b) there exists a constant K>0 such that

X

23 IM*,BM||2 á #N|2, for all y G © and w G ©(if),

(c) there exists a constant K' > 0 such that

¿ M^Wll2 â #'|H|2, for all x G ® and v G §(£)•
®/<?2

Because of (a) the value of A at x, y uniquely determines its values

on the double coset G\xy~lG2. Also by (a) the numbers ||^4XlV(w)|| and

11¿4*_„(!/)11 depend only on the Gi coset to which x belongs and the G2
coset to which y belongs so that the sums in (b) and (c) are well de-

fined. Each Ax,y is an intertwining operator for the representations

Lx and My of Hx,y [l, Lemma D]. Conversely, let A be an intertwin-

ing operator for Lx and M". Set Aix,¡w, = LtAM* for ¿GGi, 77GG2,

sG®, and AX'iV' = 0 for x'y'-1GGixy_IG2. Defining an operator T by

(*) yields a possibly unbounded intertwining operator for UL and

L™.  It is this correspondence between operator-valued functions
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Ax,y and intertwining operators T which yields the intertwining num-

ber theorem. The problem of showing that

3(f/¿, uM) =   JJ 3(7, M; D)
DeXi/

reduces to showing that if x, y—*AX,V is defined by a bounded inter-

twining operator as in (*) and if Ax^^O for some particular x, y then

the double coset D = Gixy~1G2(E.'&f.

Let {r,} be a set of right coset representatives of Hx,y in y_1G2y.

Then G\xy~lG2 is a disjoint union of cosets Gixr,y-1. It follows from

(a) that Axrjy-ite = Ax¡vrjly-iy = Ax¡yMv. and from (b) that

(***) E |K,<-Wir á K\\w\\\ all w G ®{M).
i

Suppose that M is finite dimensional and assume that [y~1G2y: Hx,y]

= oo , i.e. that the set {r,-} is infinite. Let N be the null space of Ax,v

and let W\, ■ ■ ■ , wm be an orthonormal basis of &{M). Because the

unit ball in !q{M) is compact there exists a subsequence {rjt} such

that M". {wi) converges to wl for each i = 1, ■ • • ,m.w[, ■ ■ ■ , w'm is

also an orthonormal basis of Í£>{M) and because Ax.yy^O there exists

an index i such that w{ (£N. Hence [^».«(w/)|| >c>0. There exists

d>0 such that if \\w — wi \\ <d then ||j4IiV(a;)|| >c. For k sufficiently

large ||AÍ? (w<)— w(\\ <d; hence ||^4IiVAi^. {w,)\\ >c for k sufficiently

large. But this contradicts (***) and the set {r,} must be finite. A

similar argument applied to A*y shows that [x_1Gix: Hx,v] < °° when

L is finite dimensional. Thus 7> = Gixy_1G2G3)/.
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